**IMPORTANT**

*This proof is NOT FOR color accuracy. On color critical items, please supply color targets or matches for the press run.*

*Due to varying interpretations, you are responsible for the legality of this label.*

*We cannot guarantee scannability of excessively reduced or truncated barcodes.*

- OK as is, please proceed.
- Make change(s) indicated and reproof for approval.
- Make change(s) indicated and proceed.
- Make change(s) indicated, reproof for file only and proceed.

*Please do not reply to the sender of this email. Correspondence should go to your MPI Account Service Representative: CARA WILSON*

**Signature:**

**Date:**

---

NOTE: This proof shows the color shift of PMS 032 & PMS 293 text overprinting the 4 color process background.

NOTE: As a service, we have made some general typographical corrections to your supplied files. MPI does not assume responsibility for accuracy of text, therefore please proofread carefully before approving this proof. If these corrections meet with your approval, please update your files for future use.